Entrepreneurial activity varies substantially across regions and sectors and appears to be related to the stigma of failure. To understand this phenomenon, I present a multiple-equilibrium model based on endogenous stigma of failure. Using private information, entrepreneurs choose whether to continue a project or to abandon it and raise funds to undertake a new project. Project outcomes depend on luck and ability, and the cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs is determined by the market's expectations about their ability. In the conservative equilibrium failed entrepreneurs face a high cost of capital and thus good entrepreneurs are reluctant to terminate a project. The resulting low quality of the pool of failed entrepreneurs justifies in turn the high cost of capital. The reverse is true in the experimental equilibrium where good entrepreneurs are more willing to start again and the cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs is low. The equilibria differ in the level and nature of entrepreneurial activity, with riskier projects undertaken in the experimental equilibrium. I discuss the relative efficiency of the two equilibria and study from this perspective the role of financial structure and legal environment such as bankruptcy rules and fresh start policy.
Introduction
The entrepreneurial dynamism of the US economy is in sharp contrast to the relatively low levels of firm creation in Western Europe and Japan. A survey on entrepreneurship conducted in 2000 reports that while an estimated 10% of a representative sample of the US working population stated that they were "currently engaged in the process of creating a nascent business," this figure is below 2% for Japan and France, and below 4% for most European countries.
1 Within the US, striking differences in entrepreneurial activity are also observed: while Route 128 and Silicon Valley had very similar technological potentials in the early 80's, the level of start-up investment in the latter area during the last two decades has been much higher.
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How can such large discrepancies exist and persist between economies at similar levels of development? Common explanations invoke exogenous cultural differences such as different levels of risk aversion or different institutional constraints (e.g. taxes, labor market regulation or administrative costs). In contrast, I offer an economic explanation based on the endogeneity of social norms. In my model, multiple equilibria can arise, corresponding to different attitudes of entrepreneurs and the capital market towards liquidation and exhibiting different levels of entrepreneurial activity.
The model's features are as follows. Entrepreneurs raise funds to finance projects, 1 
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (2000 Executive Report).
2 AnnaLee Saxenian (1994) describes the divergent entrepreneurial path of both regions.
the outcomes of which depend on two factors: entrepreneurial ability and luck. Entrepreneurs receive a private signal about the quality of their current project and decide whether to continue the project or abandon it in favor of a new one. Their decision depends on the cost of starting a new venture and, in particular, on the cost of capital after failure.
I show that several equilibria can arise. Suppose that the cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs is high. In this case, entrepreneurs only abandon projects with very poor prospects. This makes it less likely that good entrepreneurs fail, and decreases the quality of the pool of failed entrepreneurs. This in turn justifies a high cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs. In such an equilibrium -which I call conservativethe probability that a project will be liquidated (conditional on ability) is low and accordingly, the average value of new ventures is also quite low because mediocre projects persist.
By contrast, assume that the cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs is relatively low. Because financing a new project is cheap, entrepreneurs only continue projects with high prospects. As a consequence, the the pool of failed entrepreneurs is of higher quality, which justifies a low cost of capital for the new projects of failed entrepreneurs. In such an equilibrium, which I call experimental, entrepreneurs fail more often and this higher level of experimentation leads to the creation of more firms with high prospects.
In other words, the two types of equilibria are characterized by different levels of stigmatization of failure. In "conservative equilibria", an entrepreneur is highly stigmatized for his failure, to the detriment of his credit conditions wheras in "experimental equilibria", the perception of an entrepreneur by the credit market (or the job-market) is only slightly worsened by failure.
This formalization of endogenous social norms allows us to analyze several dimensions of entrepreneurship. First, the model predicts which sectors are more likely to be in one equilibrium or the other and allows us to compare the social efficiency of the two equilibria.
Depending on parameters, each type of equilibrium can dominate the other. The virtue of the experimental equilibrium, compared to the conservative equilibrium, is that good entrepreneurs are willing to experiment, which increases their chances of creating a high value venture. However, this also increases the cost of capital for first-time entrepreneurs (as they are more likely to abandon their project) as well as the number of projects undertaken by bad entrepreneurs. Due to this lower sorting out of bad entrepreneurs, the experimental equilibrium can be the less efficient one.
Near the technological frontier, the value of entrepreneurial projects lies more in outcomes that are both high and improbable. Experimentation is therefore socially efficient. For sectors in which entrepreneurship is essentially an imitative activity (so that success depends more on ability than luck), the conservative equilibrium might be preferable instead.
Second, the model explains how the characteristics of projects differ in the two equilibria. Entrepreneurs are willing to undertake more aggressive growth strategies in the experimental equilibrium because failure is less costly whereas they favor safe projects in the conservative equilibrium. This endogenous risk conservatism distinguishes the nature of entrepreneurial activity in the two equilibria.
Third, I show that the level of entrepreneurial activity is maximized if the efficient equilibrium obtains, be it the conservative or the experimental. If the conservative equilibrium is not efficient, it is also characterized by a smaller number of workers choosing to become entrepreneurs. For example, the leadership of the US economy in the high-technology sectors might be due to the experimental nature of entrepreneurial activity in this country, contrasting with Europe's conservative equilibrium, which is more adapted to less risky sectors. This result also provides a criterion based on entrepreneurial migrations to test empirically whether an economy is in the efficient equilibrium.
Finally, I discuss how institutions such as bankruptcy laws and fresh start policy, the existence of venture capital equity markets and the liquidity of the resale market affect the likelihood of each equilibrium. I show in particular that softer bankruptcy rules make the experimental equilibrium more likely and discuss the implications for the choice of optimal rules. This paper is related to the career concern literature initiated by Holmstrom (1982 Holmstrom ( , 1999 firms into other jobs which has costs in terms of incentives whereas failed entrepreneurs must seek employment at other firms. While their focus is on organizational choice, ours is on capital markets for start-up finance.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an empirical motivation for the theory. Section 3 presents the basic model and section 4 finds the possible equilibria. Section 5 compares the two equilibria and section 6 describes results on welfare.
Sections 7 discusses the effect of bankruptcy law. Section 8 shows how preferences over projects differ in the two equilibria. Section 9 studies the level of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial migrations and provides an empirical criterion to test efficiency. Section 10 discusses the effect of the legal and institutional environment.
Section 11 concludes. All mathematical proofs are in the appendix.
The Stigma of Failure: Some Evidence
The premise of our analysis is that the stigma associated with failure is an important determinant of entrepreneurial activity. It influences not only the decision to become an entrepreneur, but also the choice of projects and the decision to terminate a project. A large body of anecdotal evidence suggests that failure is highly stigmatized in Europe and in certain Asian countries, whereas the American social norms are more forgiving: failing is just a step in a process of experimentation. Within the US, substantial differences also exist. Saxenian (1994) shows that Silicon Valley's entrepreneurship is characterized by an exceptional climate of tolerance for failure, while New England is more conservative for that matter.
In this section I first compare quantitatively the stigma of entrepreneurial failure on the French and American labor markets and show that it is much more important on the French market. I then document the fact that the stigma of failure is an important determinant of entrepreneurial activity with a body of anecdotal evidence.
Failure and the Labor Market: an empirical motivation
To quantify the "stigma of failure", I use wage information in labor market data.
Two studies based on US data, Evans and Leighton (1989) and Hamilton (2000) , establish that American entrepreneurs returning to employment earn slightly higher wages than other workers with similar characteristics.
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To my knowledge, no such study exists for France. I run my own regressions, using Enquête-Emploi, an annual survey of 1/300 of the French population. I find that
French entrepreneurs returning to paid employment earn significantly lower wages than other workers. To control for transitions between self-employment and employment, I construct a sequence of two-year panel data. Given year t and t + 1, I know the employment status of each individual for both years: employed, self-employed, unemployed or out of the labor force. I also know the wage w t of employees, but not the income of the self-employed. Given this restriction, I run the following regression [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] and finds that "workers who fail at self-employment return to wage work at roughly the same wages they would have received had they not tried self-employment". Each additional year of selfemployment experience increases the mean wages of males aged 29-39 by 4.5%, as compared with an increase of 3.1% for an extra year of wage experience. Hamilton (2000) uses the Survey of Income and Program Participation (1984) and finds that "entrepreneurs returning to paid employment actually earn a higher wage than employees with the same observed characteristics". 4 On the set of individuals employed in year t.
in order to "estimate" the stigma of failure is:
where X t+1 is the vector of observable characteristics of employed individuals in year t + 1, and SE t , a dummy variable equal to 1 if the individual is self-employed in year t. The coefficient α estimates the percentage wage premium for individuals who made the transition from self-employment in year t to employment in year t + 1. I run this regression from 1990 to 2000. I find that in contrast to what prevails in the US, self-employed who become employees earn significantly less than other employees.
The wage discount is -13% on average over the period (yearly tables are given in the appendix).
This wage discount can reflect that leaving self-employment is a bad signal to the labor-market. Alternatively, however, it could reflect a selection effect, i.e., selfemployed are of a relatively low type with regard to the rest of the population, in a way that the market but not the econometrician observes. To control for this effect, I run the following regression on all paid employees of period t:
where SE t+1 is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the individual has become self-employed at time t + 1. The coefficient δ estimates whether workers who make the transition from paid employment to self-employment have relatively low wages vis-a-vis the rest of the population 5 . It turns out that it is not the case: δ is only -0.017 on average over the period and insignificant for most years. This confirm that the discount α is not due to selection and thus can be interpreted as a proxy for the stigma of failure.
This estimation allows us to conclude that the wage discount α captures mostly the "stigma of failure".
In summary, the picture that emerges from these empirical results confirms that the French and US labor markets react differently to the termination of entrepreneurial activity. In contrast with the US labor market, the French labor market penalizes heavily those who quit self-employment for employment. 5 Before making the transition and controlling by observable characteristics. "There is also a Japanese stigma against failure, which discourages risktaking activities. It is often said that there is no second chance for Japanese;
an American can fail two or three times before succeeding. There has been imbalance between big risk and little reward in Japan". 
Saxenian (1994) provides evidence that the business climate in Silicon
Valley is much more tolerant towards failure than Massachusetts' Route 128. In conclusion, empirical and anecdotal evidence both suggest massive differences in the stigma of failure across regions.
The Model
The model has three dates, t = 0, 1, 2. All agents are risk-neutral and the risk-free rate is normalized to zero.
At t = 0, there is a continuum of entrepreneurs, each with a project requiring an investment outlay I and generating a single cash flow at t = 2, that can take two values, 0 or X > 0. The project's outcome depends on entrepreneurial ability, which is good with probability θ, and bad otherwise, and on luck as will be described shortly.
Each entrepreneur's ability is unknown to all agents, including himself. Entrepreneurs are wealthless and thus need to raise I from competitive investors. Their reservation value is normalized to zero along all periods.
At t = 1, each entrepreneur observes privately a signal allowing him to reassess his project, i.e., the probability p that it will generate the cash flow X. Good entrepreneurs reassess their project's prospects as high (p = p H ) with probability π H , mediocre
Bad types always observe p = 0.
Each entrepreneur can run only one project at a time. However, entrepreneurs can choose to abandon their initial project after reassessing its prospects and start a new project, i.e. become a second-time entrepreneur. In that case, the initial project is terminated and its liquidation value is normalized to 0. The new project is as before:
it requires an investment outlay I at t = 1 and has the same distribution of outcomes (over 0 and X) at t = 2.
Finally, we need to describe the financial contracting environment. We exclude contracts involving more than one project, in the following sense: an investor financing a first-time entrepreneur has no claim on the cash-flows of this entrepreneur's future projects 6 , nor can the investor commit to the terms of financing of future projects.
This market imperfection, which we take as given, arises for several reasons. When a fresh start policy exists, the entrepreneur cannot pledge his future cash-flows. Conversely, commitment from the investor for unknown future projects are likely to generate large moral hazard problems.
is 0. 8 Therefore, we will only need to characterize the repayment for the first-timers and second-timers (an entrepreneur who abandoned his first project and starts again), R and R 0 . Finally, I assume that the average project has a positive net present value at t = 0.
Entrepreneurship and the Stigma of Failure
In this section I show that two pure strategy equilibria are possible and determine under what conditions they coexist. I discuss the main intuitions, leaving a more complete treatment for the appendix.
As a benchmark, consider the first-best situation, which would arise if the entrepreneur were self-financed or if there were no credit market imperfections. An entrepreneur with high prospects (p = p H ) continues his initial project, since prospects cannot be higher. An entrepreneur with mediocre prospects (p = p M ) continues if the expected value of continuing exceeds that of starting again, i.e., if
An entrepreneur with bad prospects (p = 0) stops his initial project. From his own perspective, the probability to be of the good type is
. Therefore, he starts again only if the expected value of continuing is positive, i.e., if
In our set-up -characterized by the need to raise external finance in an imperfect capital market -the entrepreneur's decisions can differ from the first-best case in equilibrium.
Consider a first-time entrepreneur's decision to continue or abandon his initial project at t = 1. If the entrepreneur observes p = 0, he will abandon his project. 9 If he observes p = p H , he continues in any equilibrium. 10 As we have seen, these two decisions are first-best.
The continuation abandonment decision when p = p M , is more complex, as it depends on the cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs, R 0 . An entrepreneur who observes p = p M knows he is good (he would otherwise observe p = 0), but cannot credibly transmit this information to investors.
For a given R 0 , the entrepreneur continues if the expected value from continuation is larger than that of starting again, i.e., if
The higher R 0 , the more likely this inequality is to hold.
In turn, R 0 depends on the decision rule of entrepreneurs who observe p = p M . If they abandon their initial projects, more good entrepreneurs are in the pool of failed entrepreneurs, the prospects of second timers are better, and therefore R 0 is smaller.
Therefore, an equilibrium is determined by the strategy (continuation or abandon)
of a "first-time" entrepreneur when p = p M , and by the cost of capital, R and R 0 , to first time and second time entrepreneurs. 11 There are only two potential equilibria:
a conservative equilibrium in which entrepreneurs with p = p M continue, and an experimental equilibrium in which they choose to terminate the first project and restart. I now turn to the existence and characterization of each equilibrium.
Conservative Equilibrium
Let us first consider the "conservative equilibrium", in which entrepreneurs with mediocre prospects (p = p M ) continue. In this case, good types fail only when p = 0, and the fraction of good types among failed entrepreneurs is:
. 9 To be more precise, this strategy is strictly dominant only when the market is willing to finance projects of failed entrepreneurs. Otherwise, the entrepreneur is indifferent between continuing or not. An arbitrarily small (opportunity) cost of continuation makes it dominant to abandon. 10 Otherwise, a first-time project never delivers positive cash flows and therefore won't be financed in the first place. 11 We give a more formal definition of an equilibrium in the appendix and show that the equilibrium has to be pooling (i.e., all failed entrepreneurs face the same interest rate).
The numerator is the proportion of entrepreneurs who fail despite being good, and the denominator is the total proportion of entrepreneurs who fail. Naturally, θ 0 C is less than θ and increases with θ and π L : a higher proportion of good entrepreneurs at t = 0, or a higher probability for them to draw a low prospect project both increase the presence of good types in the pool of failed entrepreneurs.
The probability of success of a second-timer's project is θ
Therefore, in a competitive financial market, risk-neutral investors break even by setting:
Similarly, the repayment R C required for first-timer is:
.
Note that R C < X from Assumption 1. The incentive compatibility constraint ensuring that good entrepreneurs with mediocre prospects choose not to fail is:
In equilibrium, second-timers can finance their projects only if R 0 C < X. Otherwise, no feasible repayment allows the investor to break even. If R 0 C > X, failed entrepreneurs are not refinanced and the incentive compatibility constraint can then be written as: p M (X − R C ) > 0, which holds from Assumption 1. The market does not allow failed entrepreneurs to start again. This form of the conservative equilibrium arises when the expected value of the project of a failed entrepreneur is negative,
, so that there is simply no credit supply for post failure projects. I will refer to this case through the notation R 0 C = +∞.
Lemma 1 A conservative equilibrium exists if
If R 0 C > X, failed entrepreneurs do not start a new project at t = 1.
12 This constraint implies a fortiori that entrepreneurs with high prospects will continue, which is needed for equilibrium.
Experimental Equilibrium
Consider now the case where good entrepreneurs fail when prospects are mediocre (p = p M ). The proportion of good entrepreneurs in the pool of failed entrepreneur is:
The numerator is the proportion of entrepreneurs who fail despite being goodonly those with p = p H do not -and the denominator is the total proportion of entrepreneurs who fail. The repayment required from second timers is still given by:
, while for first-timers, it is now given by:
The incentive compatibility constraint ensuring that good entrepreneurs with mediocre prospects, abandon and try again is:
For the experimental equilibrium to exist, it is also necessary that an entrepreneur with high prospects does not prefer to start again:
Note that this incentive constraint automatically holds in the conservative case because the interest rate is higher for second-timers than for first-timers. Here, it does not always hold and must therefore be kept among the conditions that ensure that the experimental equilibrium exists. Also note that this inequality combined with R 0 E < X implies that R E < X. This leads to the following conditions for the existence of an experimental equilibrium:
Lemma 2 An experimental equilibrium exists if:
Discussion
Our initial motivation was the large variations of entrepreneurial activity across regions and sectors. From the model I have fleshed out, the notion emerges that two distinct regimes of entrepreneurial activity (experimental and conservative) exist. The analysis provides the condition for the existence of these two regimes and one of the important consequence is that for given parameters, the two equilibria can coexist.
Proposition 1
• There are two possible equilibria: the conservative equilibrium characterized by a high stigma of failure (i.e., a high cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs) and the experimental equilibrium, characterized by a low stigma of failure (i.e., a low cost of capital for failed entrepreneurs).
• For some parameter values, the conservative and experimental equilibria coexist.
• A sufficient condition for at least one equilibrium to exist is:
The third point means that an equilibrium exists, unless, a first-timer with high outcomes has an incentive to start again, so that first-time projects do not get financed.
In this section, I have developed a model of entrepreneurship and shown that two regimes of entrepreneurship -conservative and experimental -can exist in similar economies. A superficial look at these two regimes might suggest that they result from differences in culture or social norms. But in our model, the stigma of failure is endogenous and determined in equilibrium by purely economic factors. In the next section, I compare the two equilibria in more detail.
Comparison
In this section, I describe qualitative differences between the two equilibria, determine what type of countries or industries are likely to be in one equilibrium rather than the other, and propose testable implications of the model.
Failed Entrepreneurs and the Credit Market
The fraction of good types in the pool of failed entrepreneurs is higher in the experimental equilibrium than in the conservative one: θ 0 E is higher than θ 0 C because in the experimental equilibrium, good entrepreneurs fail when p = p M , not only p = 0.
These differences in composition of the pool of failed entrepreneurs have implications for the cost of capital.
In the experimental equilibrium, investors anticipate at t = 0 that more firsttimers will abandon their project. Therefore, for investors to break even, the cost of capital for first-timers is higher in the experimental equilibrium.
Result 1 Relative to the experimental equilibrium, the conservative equilibrium is characterized by:
• a lower cost of capital for first-time entrepreneurs, R C < R E ,
• a higher cost of capital for second-time entrepreneurs, R 0
A testable implication of this result is as follows.
Corollary 1
The elasticity of the cost of capital with respect to credit history is smaller in the experimental than in the conservative equilibrium, i.e.,
This equation implies that in the conservative equilibrium, the cost of capital rises sharply when the credit history of an entrepreneur includes a failure, while it should be flatter in the experimental equilibrium.
Firm Creation and Destruction
The two equilibria also differ in the level of firm creation and destruction. The average number of firms created per entrepreneur is 2 − θπ H in the experimental equilibrium (1 at t = 0 and 1 − θπ H at t = 1), which is more than in the conservative equilibrium, where the number is 2 − θ(π H + π M ) (and simply 1 if R C = ∞). This reflects a higher degree of "serial-entrepreneurialism" in the experimental case. The number of failures at t = 1 is also higher in the experimental than in the conservative equilibrium:
Result 2 Relative to the conservative equilibrium, the experimental equilibrium is characterized by:
• a higher rate of creation and destruction of firms,
• a higher probability for a firm to fail at t = 1,
• a lower probability for a firm to fail at t = 2 conditional on survival at t = 1.
The first prediction seems in line with cross-country anecdotal evidence -the Schumpeterian dynamism of the US economy, characterized by a high level of creation/destruction is often highlighted. It would however deserve more empirical scrutiny.
The prediction also sheds light on the large variance of survival rates across industries (e.g. Audretsch (1991 Audretsch ( , 1995 ). Following Winter (1984) , Audretsch describes his findings in term of the coexistence of two technological regimes. In the "entrepreneurial regime", small firms have an innovative advantage and therefore undertake risky innovative projects which leads to a high mortality rate. In the "routine regime", innovation is undertaken by large firms and new firms have a higher survival rate. Our model provides an explanation for why such a polarization in distinct regimes could arise even if the underlying heterogeneity in the sectors' characteristics is continuous rather than binary.
Assuming that "innovative sectors" are more likely to be in the experimental equilibrium (we will show in section 6 that the experimental equilibrium tends to be more efficient and more likely in these sectors), the two other predictions are consistent with the empirical results of Audretsch (1995) , who reports that:
"In industries where innovative activity, and especially the innovative activity of small firms, plays an important role, the likelihood of new entrants' surviving over a decade is lower than in industries where innovative activity is less important. At the same time, those entrants that are able to survive exhibit higher growth rates. In addition, the conditional likelihood of surviving an additional two years for entrants that have already survived the first few years is actually greater, and not lower, in highly innovative industries".
Consider now the cross-section of firms after t = 1. These firms can take three
The distribution of firms in the experimental equilibrium exhibits fatter tales, i.e., a larger fraction of firms of value V H and 0. This reflects higher risk-taking by entrepreneurs: mediocre projects are abandoned and replaced by random draws.
Result 3 Relative to the conservative equilibrium, the experimental equilibrium is characterized by:
• a higher variance in the value of firms created, with more high-value firms and more low-value firms.
• a higher expected value of a firm at t = 2 conditional on survival at t = 1.
• a higher expected value of a representative firm at t = 2 if R E < R 0 E .
If we think to Europe as being in the conservative equilibrium, contrary to the US, the technological leadership of the US can be seen as the result of an intense experimentation process where entrepreneurs abandon mediocre projects until they (mediocre) projects survive that will never grow into large firms.
Likelihood of the Two Equilibria
I now discus which sectors are more likely to be in one type of equilibrium or the other.
Keeping other parameters constant, an increase in θ or X or a decrease in π M make the experimental equilibrium more likely (in the sense that it exists for a larger set of the other parameters) and the conservative equilibrium less likely. Moreover, starting from a set of parameters for which the two equilibria exist, it is possible, by increasing X or θ or by decreasing π M , to make the conservative equilibrium disappear and, by varying one of these parameters in the other direction, to make the experimental equilibrium disappear. The intuition is that when the proportion of good entrepreneurs is high enough, the stigma associated to failure diminishes and thus experimentation becomes more attractive. Similarly, if the returns to success increase, the option to start again becomes more attractive, relative to the continuation of a mediocre prospects project.
Result 4 Keeping other parameters constant, there exist p * M , p * * M and θ with 0 < p * M < p * * M < p H such that :
• For p M < p * M the conservative equilibrium does not exist and for p M > p * M , the experimental equilibrium does not exist.
• If
, for θ > θ , the conservative equilibrium does not exist.
• An increase in p H and a simultaneous decrease in p M , leaving π M p M + π H p H constant makes the conservative (experimental) equilibrium less (more) likely.
The first point means that when mediocre prospects become bad enough, the incentive to continue these projects vanishes. On the contrary if the difference between mediocre and good prospects is small, the incentive to start again weakens.
The second point illustrates that when the expected outcome of the intermediary project is less than the expected outcome of a new project (i.e., p M X <
, the entrepreneur always starts again if the proportion of good entrepreneurs, θ, is close enough to 1. This arises because the interest rate difference R 0 − R can be made smaller than any positive number for θ high enough.
The meaning of the third point is that for a given expected value of first-time project, the experimental equilibrium is more likely when the prospects are skewed on the right: when the gap between mediocre and high prospects projects increases.
This property is characteristic of innovative sectors, such as high tech, where expected outcomes have a very large scope and the option value to start again in case of mediocre prospects is therefore higher.
Welfare Analysis
I now turn to the question of the relative efficiency of the equilibria. A first result is that the expected utility of an entrepreneur who has failed (whatever his prospects on the first project) is higher in the experimental than in the conservative equilibrium.
But this increased cost of failure does not mean that the experimental equilibrium is more efficient. To answer this question, we need to characterize the potential sources of inefficiency.
The source of inefficiency is the misalignment between the private value of the option to abandon and restart projects and its social value. The decision of en-trepreneurs with mediocre prospects to continue or not affects the composition of the pool of failed entrepreneurs. This can lead to an inefficient pricing of the cost of capital. Consider an entrepreneur with p = p M . Instead of comparing V M to
, the entrepreneur decides whether to continue by comparing
. That means that the difference between the individual and social option value of starting again is R + (I − (π M + π H )R 0 ). Three pecuniary externalities can be distinguished.
The first one is a debt overhang effect (Myers (1977) ) and is related to the cost of capital for first-timers. If R is large, the option to continue is unattractive. If firsttimers fail often, the interest rate is high, which makes continuation less attractive. Perhaps contrary to immediate intuition, the experimental equilibrium need not Pareto-dominate the conservative one. The experimental equilibrium allows for more successful projects but at the cost of a high level of destruction. Which of the two equilibria dominates the other depends on the parameters, in a way that reflects this trade-off. We compute the aggregate value generated by entrepreneurship.
14 In the conservative equilibrium it is:
In the experimental equilibrium it is:
The difference in the value of entrepreneurial activity between the experimental and conservative equilibrium is:
It follows that in efficiency terms, the equilibria can be ranked one way or the other, depending on parameters. When V H is high, the experimental equilibrium dominates the other one. This is not the case anymore when (
-which is the expected total value of a new draw -becomes smaller than V M -the social value of continuation. As long as the two equilibria coexist, with R 0 C ≤ X, their relative efficiency depends only on the structure of payoffs in the industry and not in the proportion of good entrepreneurs, θ. This reflects the fact that in this case, efficiency depends only on what the firs-best continuation decision is for entrepreneurs with p = p M . We discuss efficiency in the light of the first-best:
Lemma 3 Assume that both equilibria exist.
• If it is socially optimal for entrepreneurs with p = p M to continue, then the conservative equilibrium dominates the experimental one.
• If it is socially optimal for entrepreneurs with p = p M and with p = p L to start again, then the experimental equilibrium dominates the conservative one.
• If it is socially optimal for entrepreneurs with p = p M to start again and for entrepreneurs with p = p L not to start again, then -if R 0 C < X the experimental equilibrium dominates -if R 0 C = ∞ equilibria can be ranked one way or the other.
Corollary 2 Within the parameter region in which the two equilibria coexist, the relative efficiency of the experimental equilibrium,
• decreases with I.
• increases with p H .
If most of the value of entrepreneurship lies in large uncertain outcomes, i.e., if
V
H is large, experimentation is optimal. For innovative sectors such as the high-tech industry, the experimental equilibrium is likely to dominate the other. But in more traditional forms of business, for which ability is more important than luck, the conservative equilibrium dominates. If we think to Europe as being on the conservative equilibrium, the model predicts that this is likely to represent a loss in efficiency for sectors with high V H such as high-tech.Other sources of inefficiencies could easily be incorporated in our model, such as job creations, technological spillover or learning effects. 15 
Bankruptcy Law
Bankruptcy law affects the possibility for a bankrupt entrepreneur to start again. In certain countries (e.g. the UK), an entrepreneur that went bankrupt cannot legally incorporate a new firm during a certain period. The period of time during which creditors retain claims on a bankrupt's assets varies across countries. This too can impede new business creation by failed entrepreneurs. In that respect, the legal provisions in the US are more favorable than in most European countries. The UK is considering a substantial reduction of the penalties that bankrupt entrepreneurs face.
The purpose of this reform is to help building a culture of US style entrepreneurship and promoting risk-taking. The trend is the reverse in the US, where personal bankruptcy rules are becoming less debtor-friendly.
These features can be incorporated in our model. Assume that a failed entrepreneur still owes βR to his previous creditors, where β ∈ [0, 1]. In the "fresh-start" environment that I have considered so far, β = 0. A "tougher" bankruptcy rule corresponds to a higher β. For simplicity, I assume that prior debt is senior to new claims. The future pledgeable cash flows of the second project are therefore X − βR times the probability of success. It can be shown that for any value of β ∈ (0, 1],
there exists values of the parameters for which the two equilibria coexist.
Result 5 Tougher bankruptcy rules (i.e., an increase in β) make the conservative equilibrium more likely and the experimental equilibrium less likely.
An increase in β has two effects. First, investors who lend at t = 0 are more likely to get a positive repayment. This lowers the interest rate R and therefore continuation becomes a relatively more attractive option for entrepreneurs with mediocre prospects, p = p M . Second, starting a new project becomes less attractive as previous debt imposes a tax on future projects. Both forces make the entrepreneur more likely to continue the first project.
Our model provides a framework for thinking about the welfare effects of bankruptcy rules. In a situation where experimentation behavior is socially optimal, decreasing the toughness of bankruptcy rules (increasing β) can be beneficial. Conversely, if being conservative is socially optimal, decreasing β can be beneficial.
Result 6 Assume that both equilibria coexist for β = 0 and that the conservative equilibrium is optimal. By setting β high enough, it is possible to make the experimental equilibrium disappear, while the conservative remains. This has no efficiency cost.
The European Community prescribes more entrepreneur-friendly bankruptcy laws to foster entrepreneurship in Europe. Our model shows why this measure is likely to be efficient in innovative sectors but might be damaging in more traditional sectors.
It also shows that it might be a bad idea to move simultaneously towards softer bankruptcy rules and a higher protection of distressed firms from liquidation. To move towards an experimental equilibrium, it is important to favor the liquidation of "mediocre projects" rather than their survival.
Note that in sectors where the experimental equilibrium is the most efficient, it may be optimal to set a negative β, meaning that entrepreneurs who fail, restart and eventually succeed would receive a premium. Another possibility is just a subsidy for restarters. Interestingly, such a scheme has been implemented in Singapore recently (the "phoenix award") and is part of the European Commission's policy recommendations ("the best re-starter award").
Project Choice: Growth vs. Risk
The stigma of failure affects the continuation decision of entrepreneurs. It is also likely to affect the type of project that they undertake in the first place. Intuitively, when failure is highly stigmatized, entrepreneurs are likely to favor projects that are less likely to fail.
This can be formalized as follows. We start from parameters where the two equilibria coexist (we will refer to them as the reference parameters). I note U E (U C ) the expected utility of a good type entrepreneur who fails at t = 1 in the experimental (conservative) equilibrium. We know that U E > U C (because the cost of capital is smaller in the experimental equilibrium). Consider a small change in (π H , π L , p H ) with p H increasing, π H decreasing, and π H + π L remaining constant. This change can be described as a move towards a more aggressive growth strategy.
For simplicity, I assume that there is no change for second-timers. The indifference curve of an entrepreneur over this type of change in equilibrium i is described
)dp H = 0 where i ∈ {E, C}.
Therefore the elasticity of substitution reflecting project preferences is:
Since U E > U C and R C < R E , in absolute value, this elasticity is higher in the conservative equilibrium ( C ) than in the experimental one ( E ).
Result 7
In the experimental equilibrium, entrepreneurs tend to prefer more aggressive projects than in the conservative equilibrium.
C < E Therefore, in the two equilibria, the same agents look as having different preferences over risk. This is in fact the consequence of the fact that similar projects differ in the two equilibria, due to different continuation values in case of failure.
Suppose now that entrepreneurs face a menu of two possible projects, at t = 0, indexed by i ∈ {0, 1}, and that the lender cannot control which one is chosen. 16 The two projects are characterized by p H,0 < p H,1 , π H,1 < π H,0 , and
Projects are similar to the reference project with regard to other parameters. Project 0 is therefore safer and project 1 is more aggressive.
Result 8 There exist δ > 0, and a neighborhood of the reference parameters such that if the two projects belong to it and
then project choice leads to two equilibria:
• a conservative equilibrium where project 0 is chosen,
• and an experimental equilibrium where project 1 is chosen.
In the conservative equilibrium, entrepreneurs choose the safest project, at the expense of growth. The project choice dimension creates an externality that reinforces the multiplicity of equilibria. Because the entrepreneur chooses less risky projects in the conservative equilibrium good entrepreneurs are less likely to fail at t = 1, which increases the cost of capital for second-timers. Similarly, in the experimental equilibrium, that entrepreneurs choose projects that are more likely to fail at t = 1 reduces further the cost of capital for second-timers. 
Endogenizing the Number of Entrepreneurs
Compared to Europe, the US has more startups per entrepreneur but also more entrepreneurs per capita. I extend the model to endogenize the number of new entrepreneurs. First, I establish a link between efficiency and the level of start-up activity.
Second, I propose a test to determine whether an economy lies in the efficient equilibrium or not. This test is based on the observation of migration flows of entrepreneurs.
Assume that a continuum of agents choose initially between becoming employees for a wage w 0 (received at t = 2) or becoming entrepreneurs. This decision is irreversible. We restrict our analysis to parameter values such that the two equilibria coexist. We assume that the wage w 0 is drawn at t = 0 from an exogenous draw of cumulative distribution F which is the same for all individuals: w 0 is uncorrelated with entrepreneurial ability
17
Since agents choose entrepreneurship if the wage they are offered is less than the expected returns of entrepreneurship, i.e. w 0 < W , the flow into entrepreneurship is proportional to F (W ). This implies that the most efficient equilibrium should exhibit more entry into entrepreneurship. This also implies that in this extension of the model (i.e. with endogenous entry), the ranking of equilibria (in terms of efficiency)
is preserved.
Proposition 3 When the wage w 0 is uncorrelated with entrepreneurial ability, more agents become entrepreneurs in the most efficient equilibrium.
This effect amplifies the inefficiency result discussed previously. As discussed above, Europe seems to be in a conservative equilibrium while in a sector like high- 17 Otherwisew 0 would be a signal on ability and therefore adverse selection would occur at t = 0. • The mass of individuals migrating from country 1 to become entrepreneurs in country 2 is
This mass increases with the efficiency gap between the two economies (W 2 − W 1 ).
• The mass of individuals from country 1 becoming entrepreneurs in their country of origin is,
This proposition captures the stylized fact that many entrepreneurs in innovative sectors in Silicon valley come from other countries. Saxenian (2002) 
Conclusion
The .08
The following result is going to considerably simplify the range of possible equilibria: only pooling equilibria exist in our set-up.
Proposition 5 1. There is no competitive screening equilibrium.
2. "Failed entrepreneurs" are offered a single debt contract where they get nothing in case of bankruptcy in period 2.
This means that in any equilibrium, the market will not be able to differentiate between entrepreneurs who were failed because the project was totally worthless (p = 0) and those who chose to renounce to a project of intermediate value (p = p M ) in order to get a new chance to create a high value firm (V H ). The proof is provided in appendix. The assumption that entrepreneurs don't have collateral to invest is crucial here 18 .
proof of prop. 5:
First, notice that we can restrict the analysis to π M = 0, replacing π H by This violates incentive compatibility for the second group. So there is no separating equilibrium.
In the pooling equilibrium, α 1 = α 2 = 0 (it is otherwise possible to introduce a contract that will attract only good types and make positive profits).
Proof of the coexistence of the two equilibria:
Select a value of X and θ such that π H θV H > I and V M < π H V H + π M V M − I.
From the last inequality, we can be sure that for θ close enough to 1, the conservative equilibrium will not exist. Now, let's pick a value of π H small enough, such that the conservative equilibrium exists. (increasing π M does not affect the previous inequalities). Suppose the experimental equilibrium does not exist for this set of parameters.
Let's increase θ. There is a θ upon which the conservative equilibrium would disappear: at this threshold, the IC just binds (entrepreneurs with p = p M are indifferent between failing or not). The experimental equilibrium exists at this level of θ for the following reason: since R E > R C and R 0 E < R 0 C , the IC holds, while π H θV H > I
insures that R E < X.
Sufficient condition for the existence of one equilibrium:
assume that the conservative equilibrium does not exist. Then, it must be that R 0 C < X and p M (X−R C ) < (π H p H +π M p M )(X−R 0 C ). Given that R 0 E < R E and R 0 C > R C , it is true a fortiori that R 0 E < X and p M (X − R E ) < (π H p H + π M p M )(X − R 0 E ). Therefore, it must be the case that one of the two remaining inequalities of lemma 2 doesn't hold.
Proof of result 8:
let Ω ⊂ R 3 be a compact neibourhood of the vector of reference parameters, ω = (π H , π L , p H ) such that for any ω ∈ Ω, the two types of equilibria exist. Such a neighborhood exists because the two equilibria exist in ω and the coexistence condition is a set of strict inequalities.
The elasticity functions i (ω, ω 0 ) = −[1 −
] are well defined and continuous on Ω 2 .Using their contuinity, there exists Ω 0 ⊂ Ω a compact neibourhood of ω such that for any ω, ω
p H (ω) E (ω, ω 0 ) − E (ω, ω)| < δ and fact that whatever the modality of financing, the investor gets the same in expected value and equity imposes that the transfer is higher in the best state than in the intermediate state. Mechanically, since debt financing pays the same in both states , it must be that debt finance pays more than equity finance in the intermediate case (for a given equilibrium and conditional on project's continuation). Consequently,
Result 9
If entrepreneurial projects are financed by regular equity, the conservative equilibrium is more likely than it is under debt financing. Conversely, debt finance makes the experimental equilibrium more likely relative to equity finance.
